
End of Season Party
14th October

At
The Trout Lechlade

Seasons over, might as well
have a party.

Entertainment from
Locarno Beat, Basket meals,

good company.

Come by boat and raft up in
the weir stream.
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Commodore:- Trevor Matthews
President:-  George Jarman
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Events on the horizon

Oct 14th End of Season Party
At The Trout Lechlade.

 Entertainment provided by Locarno Beat
Booking form in Members Area now

Crane Out at Grafton Field 21st October

Notifications and instructions will soon be going
out, by email, to  those of you who are craning out

Winter break 16th-19th February 2018
2 or 3 night break at the Queens Hotel Eastbourne
Still some places left. Booking form on web site

Visit us on Facebook

All This For Only
£12.50

The Great Thames Row

The club offers its congratulations to

Naomi Riches MBE

 Naomi has finally been confirmed by guinness
world records as the record holder for The Fastest
Time to Row The River Thames by Single Scull
(female) ...

165miles in 47hours 59minutes 54seconds.

Naomi and her charity, In-Vision, thanks all those
members of the club who came out to help and
support her in this endeavour
More on page 2

SRCC Events Calendar 2018

 16 - 18 Feb Winter Break   Eastbourne
 31 Mar  Crane In
 7 April  New Members Evening  Swan Radcot
 26 -27 May Festival get together  Lechlade
 23 June Themed Evening  Ferryman Inn
 21 July  BBQ & Quiz night  Swan Radcot
 25 - 26 Aug ATYC Rally   TBA
 8 Sept  AGM    Ferryman Inn
 13 Oct  End of Season Party  Lechlade
 20 Oct  Crane Out   Grafton



A few lines from
 George Jarman

our newly elected President

A brief history of my membership of the
SRCC by
George Jarman

Julie and I joined the SRCC in 1989 and soon found
how friendly the club is.

We attended most of the club events. In those days
only about 30 boats had joined and we have fond
memories of sitting around a camp fire with about 6
or 7 other boats.

Some of the club events that come to mind are cow-
boy fancy dress, I played Bob Anderson at darts that
night in the Swan. Another memorable event was
wearing yellow water proofs and carrying a fishing
rod with a real mackerel on the end, for what were
you wearing when the boat went down, the list goes
on and on.

We have made so many friends over the years and
received so much support from club members when
Julie became ill, thankfully she is much better now.

In 1998 we craned the 813 on to a low loader and
spent 13 weekends cruising the Solent and in the Ju-
ly of that year cruised back round the south coast
and into the Swale then back up the Thames. Every
day or two Roy (Bag Lady) would phone me to
check on our progress, little did I know Roy and Bill
Order (Juslovit) were making their way down the
Thames to meet us at Queenborough  on the isle of
Sheppey. This just goes to show how kind our club
members are.

I served on the committee and was Treasurer for 10
years.

We have made lifelong friends within the club and
hope the club will continue to go from strength to
strength. Which I’m sure it will with the support of
its members.

It is a great honour and privilege to be elected
President of the SRCC and I would like to thank all
who voted for me.

George Jarman
“Just Julie”

Naomi Riches, MBE, crazy lady aaaand ....
Guinness World Record Holder!

Hello Everyone!

I am guessing that most of you know the news by now and
some were lucky enough to hear it from the lady herself - but
thanks to you, Naomi is now, finally, 'Officially Amazing' and a
Guinness World Record holder as the Fastest time to row the
River Thames by single scull (female). Congratulations Naomi!

In fact, she’s the only woman in the world to have achieved this,
so she really is unique. We all know that of course, because we
were all part of TGTR and this confirmation has arrived just a
few days short of the year anniversary (what a wait!).

I wanted to give Naomi a chance to contact as many of you as
possible before sticking my oar in (sorry, couldn’t resist) be-
cause of course this was Naomi’s incredible achievement - but it
just wouldn’t have been possible without the hard work, sup-
port, encouragement and generous donation of time and equip-
ment by you, so thank you.

As many of you know it has been a challenge in itself to collate
and submit all the evidence to Guinness, but finally we got there
and thank you to everyone who helped us pull that together too.
In the end I just got a very short email from Guinness. I had to
read it several times until I believed what I was reading before
making the call to let Naomi know, and a wonderfully emotion-
al call it was too - Naomi, you are a superstar!

As you know, Naomi did this in part to raise funds and aware-
ness for IN-vision, supporting research into the condition both
my son and Naomi have. To date we have received a staggering
£48,165.01. I’d say that too is Officially Amazing!

I am incredibly humbled that Naomi chose to be the Patron of
our charity IN-vision, and to support it in this way, and yes, to
be asked to help her on her quest to row the wonderful River
Thames. In doing this, what a huge difference she, and you,
have made to IN-vision’s ability to help others. We have al-
ready purchased equipment for the Research Unit Nystagmus in
Cardiff, which will not only enhance their already brilliant re-
search work, but will also now provide the first specialist clinic
for nystagmus in Wales and the West. We are currently finalis-
ing arrangements for the same equipment to go into Moorfields
Children’s Unit too. So, on behalf of all those families who will
now be receiving a more accurate and early diagnosis, and
therefore better care and interventions, thank you.

Best wishes and thank you again for being part of TGTR 2016!
Liz
Liz Charter
IN-vision
Furthering Research into Infantile Nystagmus
www.in-vision.org.uk
www.thegreatthamesrow.org



BBQ & Quiz weekend   21-23 July

A challenging start to the weekend and certainly not for the faint hearted as storm clouds could be seen
on the horizon. A visit to the “ Club Shed” at Radcot lock to collect the small marquee and the two gas
barbeques. The stinging nettle close to the shed door got Pat and was quickly dispatched after a couple
of expletives.

Our usual supply vessels Black Sapphire, Sea Chimes and Shimmer were unavailable so Sandy Dee
was the default supply boat. Thankfully, Amelia May appeared at Radcot lock just as we were loading
and took one of the BBQs. The remainder of the kit was fitted into Sandy Dee and was on the Swan
Field before the hire marquee arrived at 6pm.

The Witney Buttercross Scout group arrived with a small crack team of three (Charlie, Andrew and 87
year old grand dad) to put up the marquee. The other part of the assembly team arrived at The Swan
Pub but couldn’t find the field? They scarpered quickly. I think the heavy rain had a little to do with it.
A dad and his two young scouts did eventually arrive and found us! Those extra few hands made a big
difference.

Our own SRCC task force was depleted to 5 people consisting of the Zaira crew (Chris, Joanne &
young Louis Souch), George Jarman and myself.  Eventually, we put the marquee together and with
the structure complete the cover was put on. Then disaster struck as a couple of welds broke and the
structure collapsed. Disaster!

The structure was dismantled in the driving rain and taken away! Quite some team building event. It
certainly tested everyone’s resilience and I think we all passed with flying colours. It did feel like we
were taking part in “Its a Knockout” as we grappled with bits of metal and wet tarpaulin in driving
rain. The Scouts promised to bring us another marquee Saturday morning and went home for a hot
bath.

Thankfully, they fulfilled their promise and Saturday was a bright sunny morning. Many more scout
helpers and more of our Club boats were on hand so the replacement “smaller” marquee was assem-
bled in extra quick time. In the meantime Pat and Carol Graham (Captain Toad)  revived the Club
BBQs which were in a bad way and this would prove their last event due to excessive corrosion. Our
little Club marquee was put up with the usual puzzling on how to put it together.

Shaun Prior from Erasmus who had been sampling Ye Olde Swan beer the night before told us that
Alan Watkins the landlord had offered us the use of his pub marquee which was already set up in the
pub garden.  It had been used for Radfest the week before. The information came too late this time but
next year it is a possibility.

By mid day the storm clouds were gathering and rain started to fall. At least our brave souls from Eyn-
sham – Sheer Elegance, Aquacadabra and Escapology had made it. In all 15 boats made the trip and
were able to get a mooring fairly close to the marquee.

Dave Hansell arrived early afternoon to set up the disco equipment for DJ Grace who would be per-
forming after the quiz. The afternoon was wet so any plans to play “Aunt Sally” (brought by Chris
Robey from Lillian Rose) was not possible so we had a committee meeting in the marquee to finalise
the event calendar for the next boating season. By 5pm the weather had improved and the BBQs were
lit up and umbrellas were required to protect us from the light rain as members cooked their food.
Rumbles of thunder could be heard around the area, the occasional flash of lightening and there was
quite a nice feeling that we were at least beating the elements.

It was nice to see new members Dave and Mandy Barnes (Tell No Tales) in one of the quiz teams. Un-
fortunately when some other new members arrived Paul and Jane Beebee (Jengil) we were having our
Committee meeting and they had to leave by the time we had finished.

Continued



          The disco started just after 9pm and Grace was in good form
         strutting her stuff and cleaning her CDs in quite an entertain
         ing manner. At one point she was assisted by that well know
         groover John Douse. The grass patch of a dance floor was in
         use most of the evening and there was a cosy atmosphere in
         the marquee.

The quiz started about 7.30pm with 12 teams each consisting of 4-6 members. Helen and John Raper (Gandalf)
organised  all the rounds apart from the music round which was done by Michelle Larkin (Diana III) from her
mobile phone.
The format was different from previous years and there were question sheets for every round which enabled
the teams to discuss / argue about the correct answer before getting them marked by a nearby opposing team.
Some of the rounds were based on sweets, dingbats and perhaps the last round called balderdash was the most
entertaining. It was taken from a programme “Call my Bluff” where teams had to select the correct definition
of the word in question. A flip of a coin was probably the best method of deciding the correct answer!
Well I had the pleasure of marking the answer papers for the “Young Ones” (Escapology, Aquacadabra, Yaw
Grace) who performed exceptionally well in the quiz. They made our team (Upsteam Girl, Sandy Dee) seem
like amateurs. Little did I know that I was marking the papers of the winners. It just goes to show that alcohol
in small amounts can enhance brain power. The quiz was good fun and we had quite a few laughs along the
way.
The “Young Ones” were presented with their prize – a box of Celebrations. No expense spared in this boat
club (must have been purchased by the Treasurer)

Midnight arrived very quickly and a few of the usual candidates were
lubricating their brains ready for the next quiz night. The generator finally
ran out of petrol and darkness brought the event to a natural close.

The set down was straightforward with good weather and plenty of helpers.
Our flagship Black Sapphire was on hand to take kit back to the shed with
smaller bits being taken by Gandalf. The stinging nettles mate took out its
revenge on Alan Hill as he entered the shed and “ouch” could be heard from a
distance.

Thank you to the 50 members or so who attended the BBQ.  We
did have a good time despite the challenges of the weather. Alan
Watkins of Ye Olde Swan made us very welcome and we hope to
be working much closer with him for next year’s event. We hope
to see you at one of our future Club events.

Sandy Dee



AGM 2017

It’s hard to believe that another boating season is coming towards the end. As usual it is marked by our
AGM. A dozen boats made the trip to The Ferryman in what proved to be tricky conditions with occasional
heavy showers and associated winds.

It was my first AGM as Commodore and it was sad for us all that Dennis Hill was no longer with us to help
keep the Club on an even keel. We elected George Jarman as our new President. He has been a member for
over 30 years and also Club Treasurer for about 10 years.

The treasurer’s report was straight forward showing that Club accounts were ok with about £18k in the bank
with future commitments of about £12.5k. This leaves a reserve of £5-6k which we need to cover any emer-
gencies. Our membership fees are used to subsidise entertainment for our Club events.

I presented the winners of the Treasure Hunt (Jim & Gill Lovatt of Timeout) the Commodores shield and
thanked Jill Hill for all her hard work on the Committee supporting Dennis. Her granddaughter Isabel pre-
sented her with a bouquet from the Club.

I would like to thank Pete Bint who kindly volunteered to join our Committee and I’m sure with Geoff and
Pete on the Committee we will get the jobs done and have some fun along the way.

 The meeting was a lively affair particularly when it came to the proposal to limit boat number to 50 and make
a small change to the crane out charges. I made what I thought was a fairly straightforward proposal to reflect
the ongoing trend that our members are progressing towards bigger boats and that we no longer have enough
space close to the cranes to safely place the heavier boats.

Our limitation with space is caused by the fact that loads of 8 ton must be placed within a radius of 46ft of the
crane turn table. So our large boats that weigh around 7 ton (we allow 1 ton for the crane cradle) need to be
quite close to the river bank. The EA require us to stay 10ft  from the river bank so our placement space for
big boats is quite restricted.

In the club we currently have:
22 boats of 24’ & under, 57 boats 24’-27’  32 of which are 27’  and 23 boat over 27’

Due to the fact we cannot get a larger crane down the lane we now find ourselves at our limit for the number
of larger boats we can lift & store.  So as not to cram the boats in and to try and maintain a safe distance be-
tween them it was felt necessary to implement the 50 boat limit.  It was also felt needed to ease the work load
of the volunteers.

Continued



Our aim with crane out is not to make a profit but to cover our costs. So next year we will add up all the
costs and divide by the number of boats being lifted (50). This will give us an average cost per boat which
will be the price that the medium sized boats pay. The small boats will then be charged 10% less than the
medium boats and the large boats 10% more. So assuming costs stay about the same it will mean that the
cost next year would be about £175 for medium boats, £158 for small boats and £192 for large boats.

There was some debate and I think some confusion that we will be charging by the square footage. We have
chosen not to do that as the payment differential between the tiers would be much greater.

No matter how you do the calculation you will conclude that our crane out pricing is the best on the river
Thames. I’m sorry if I stirred up a hornet’s nest but I think the debate we had about the number of boats we
can place for winter storage was healthy.

The meeting closed at 6.20pm and we had our food which was served very efficiently with Dot Grafton call-
ing the boat names and Sally and her team quickly bringing the meals from the kitchen.

Little and Large provided the disco music which had something for everyone They even provided us the op-
tion of choosing the play list by texting in your requests. The only problem was that the phone signals were
quite variable.

We had the usual fun with the raffle and I think the happiest prize winner was young Isobel who won a big
teddy bear and a box of chocolates. Jill Hill even won a cuddly toy dog. A dodgy hat was won by our new
Committee member. Thank you all for supporting the raffle and £66 was raised towards providing the enter-
tainment.

Dancing followed and the usual messing about. One lightening move by Steve Bullock caused Pete Bint to
be sitting on the floor under the table occupied by Chris, Joanne & Louis Souch (Zaira). I’m not sure whether
it was a slip, trip or fall? This is not the first time Pete has been on the floor. A fair time ago Pete took part in
a charity boxing match with our own British heavy weight champion Eddie Neilsen (Impala) who KO’d him
early in the contest.

The evening closed with a full dance floor at 11.30pm having formed a circle singing along to “You’ll never
walk alone” or in our case cruise alone on the Thames because with our Club a friend is never far away on
the river.



Club Trip to Limehouse (18-20th August 2017)

Planning for the trip started after last years end of season event.  Dave Hansell did the organisation with
British Waterways Marinas Ltd (BWML) at Limehouse. After a little confusion at the beginning BWML
decided that we could not book as a Group but only as individual boats which meant refunding some
payments already collected from those planning to go.

We had a good response and fifteen boats decided to make the trip. Two boats sadly had to leave us along
the way. The first was Royston & Micky on Omah III who had battery problems together with a plumbing
issue. Seacelia left the fleet with a water problem affecting the engine cooling system.

Many of us had met up along the way and Windsor was a bit like a club party with a lot of chat and the
associated lubrication.
Penton Hook for a slipway launch. This meant a very early start with a rendezvous at Chieveley services
about 3am on Thursday.

The remaining 13 boats mustered Thursday afternoon at Kingston Upon Thames on the 24hr public
moorings: Yaw Grace, Sandy Dee, Gandalf, Bebe, Stargazer, Miss Moffat, Mobi, Black Sapphire,
Serendipity, Sheer Elegance, Upstream Girl, Eleanor, and Aquacadabra

We had time to relax and exchange some boating tales from our trip downstream. Mobi seemed to have had
quite an adventurous voyage. We learnt that Mobi had an argument with skew bridge with a minor scrape on
the davits. Bill also had to take evasive action when a hired narrow boat attempted to ram Mobi amidships.
His swift action at the helm reduced the impact to a glancing blow on the bow. Luckily only superficial
damage was done to the paintwork.
Mobi also had a medical emergency with Mo needing to be taken to hospital. Perhaps it was stress due to the
eventful trip? Thankfully after spending a few days in hospital Mo is now ok.

Upstream Girl had a few tales of getting wet. Vicky accidentally diving into the Thames and an incident of
washing the boat with the hatchway open. Wet bedding was replaced along the way with the purchase of a
new duvet.
Aquacadabra had sanitation problems. Geoff traced the problem to Karen’s lost lipstick blocking the toilet
mechanism. The lipstick was retrieved and all was well. Nobody was kissing Geoff for the rest of the trip.
John Douse managed to land a fish whilst at Kingston. Stuart from Miss Moffat helped him land it. Both

were  smelling of fish for the rest of the day.

Dave briefed us on safety and the schedule for the tidal passage.
Yaw Grace would lead us down the tidal way and communicate
with Limehouse and Black Sapphire would be in the middle of the
fleet and be our main communication hub. Communication

between the fleet was our
trusty VHF77.
We left Kingston Friday

morning about 9.45am and made the short trip to Teddington barge
lock. The weather was good although showers and thunder storms
were forecast for around mid day.

The trip down the tidal way was quite entertaining with the usual
radio banter informing each other of debris and fast moving vessels.
A couple of light showers tested the crew s canopy handling skills. Some canopies are easier than others and
by the time they were up the showers had stopped. Eleanor made the occasional communication with what
appeared to be a parrot in the background. This provided quite good entertainment as we made our way
down the tidal way. I think Frank is still trying to find the bird.

Continued



A squall developed just as we were about to enter Limehouse
dock. The wind made it quite challenging entering the lock. It
took three locks to get us all in:
First in   Aquacadabra, Mobi, Miss Moffat, Sheer Elegance,
Gandalf, Sandy Dee
Second lock- StarGazer, Eleanor, Bebe, Serendipity,
Upstream Girl
Third lock   Black Sapphire,Yaw Grace

Most of us
were moored in the visitor moorings with electric hook ups
and water readily available. Gandalf was moored in a
sunnier part of the marina amongst some rather flashy
looking boats.

Bob Timms organised a visit to Tower Bridge RNLI
station on Saturday morning for a guided tour around their

UKs busiest lifeboat station. The rescue boat Hurly Burly can be launched in 90seconds. It has no props and
is propelled by water jets making it very fast and manoeuvrable.

The Club made £75 donation to the RNLI and Bob Timms has written a letter thanking them for what was a
very enjoyable visit.

We all dispersed going our separate ways to find a bite to eat and a drink. Pat and I made our way to the
Tate modern to see if we could understand the art work. We left as confused as ever!

We all went to the Grapes pub in the evening and had an excellent meal. We had our own room on the first
floor overlooking the Thames. The pub was built in 1553 and is steeped in history. It was mentioned in
Samuel Pepys diary and Charles Dickens writings. Sir Walter Raleigh set sail on his third voyage to the New

World from this location.

We had a very enjoyable evening and Bob Timms had great fun
trying to make sure that our deposit, paid in January was correctly
accounted for. I’m glad to say that he got it sorted and Pat could be
seen counting wedges of cash for Bob to pay for the fine fayre in
what was a great location.

When we returned from the evening Tony Batty returned back to
Bebe to find that his boat was like a floating sauna. A water leak on
the hot  water system caused his water heater to go into overdrive.
Thankfully, no serious damage was caused and Dave Hansell
repaired the problem the following morning.

Continued



Sunday we all went our separate ways to various locations in London. The weather was good and it was easy
and comfortable to get about.
Some of the locations visited were Churchill War Rooms, Emirates cable car, ArcelorMittal Orbit Tower
slide in the Olympic Park, HMS Wellington and various other locations. Geoff enjoyed his play in the
Olympic Park and Karen did let him play on the slide.

We left Limehouse dock Monday morning in almost the reverse order as we arrived. We were marshalled
though the lock by the Limehouse part time dock master ( Dave Hansell ). He took a bit of stick when he
announced his title over the VHF radio.

Sheer Elegance led the fleet back up the tidal way and whilst making the trip the Tower Bridge life boat was
scrambled to rescue a man who had fallen into the river.

Dave had organized it (or was it luck?) so most of us passed under Westminster Bridge just as Big Ben rang
out for the last time for the next 4 years whilst restoration work takes place. There were thousands of people
on the bridge and police and fire boats saluting us as we went under the bridge.

We arrived at Teddington lock in good time with little waiting for Richmond barrier to go up and we all
entered the lock together.

On the return journey Serendipity tried ripping off  her wind screen as she hit skew bridge. Thankfully, the
very expensive profiled wind shield popped back into place and only minor damage was done to the canopy.
Pride was the biggest casualty
.
Having had a great time we all arrived safely back to our home moorings in what is without doubt the best
part of the River Thames.

I would like to thank Dave Hansell for organising the rally and Bob Timms for the events. We all had a great
time and will try to arrange a similar club rally next year.

Article co-authored by Trevor Matthews & Pete Bint


